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The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on 
the legal industry. The resulting closures and delays will 
likely create longer-term issues for law firm operations than 
originally expected when the severity of the health crisis 
was still unknown. In addition, the rapid transition to virtual 
proceedings and managing a remote workforce has probably 
sparked changes in how your law firm is run.

01 Case Intake
56% of survey respondents reported a decline in case intake as the country experienced  the 
effects of the pandemic and subsequent shutdowns. Among the hardest hit were those attorneys who 
primarily litigate motor vehicle and personal injury cases. With many states under stay-at-home orders, 
the number of individuals on the roads and frequenting public places became minimal. As such, fewer 
cases were retained.

You may turn to increasing your advertising efforts to combat this trend and,
 a) make up for the lack of cases being brought into your firm and;
 b) to respond accordingly to the influx of people who are spending most of their time at home  
 where your advertising can be seen. 

This requires a significant investment which must be balanced with the potential slowdown your firm may 
be facing.

99%
An independent survey was conducted among 
plaintiffs’ attorneys and approximately 99% of 
respondents reported some level of impact to 
their firm because of the coronavirus outbreak.
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of survey respondents expect to 
have to seek out additional financing 
for their firm should a second wave 
of shutdowns occur. 
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Similarly, 50% of those who completed the survey stated they experienced some level of 
decline in case resolution. Delays in discovery, setting trial dates, hearings and motions that have been 
pushed back—all ultimately affect your firm’s workflow, case resolutions and revenues. 

Of those who are able to actively participate in settlement negotiations, 53% say they’ve seen a lack 
of offers or lower offers from defendants.  

The result: significant revenue issues are emerging for many firms. 

02 Case Resolution

The solution: effective short- and long-term financial planning for your firm.

This crisis imposes a long-term impact. It is imperative that you maintain firm stability. Although peaks 
and valleys in cash flow are inherent to a contingent-fee practice—and now amplified by the COVID-19 
pandemic—there are resources available to you as a plaintiff ’s attorney specifically tailored to address 
those unique situations.

45%

of attorneys who took the survey report 
experiencing insurance carriers and/or 
defendants using the pandemic as an excuse to 
delay resolution of their cases.65%
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